
ROPE™ 
5' Ride-On Polishing Machine.

The ROPE™ machine has been designed 

 to polish and refine concrete, terrazzo  

and stone. The ROPE™ system is a  cost-effective method especially when compared to traditional 

machine polishing. It has the most power in its class while maintaining a quieter, smoother 

operation. This machine offers ease of transport, ease of operation and lots of power.

Lightweight
&

Powerful

5’ 150
 RPM

8  Polishing Heads
24 Diamond Tools

RIDE-ON POLISHING EQUIPMENT

Benefit from our Quick Change system.

With an added set of 11” tool plates, grit changes are 

a breeze. Simply lift the machine with the integrated 

mobile lift function, slide out the square drive plates and 

pop off the current 11” tool plates and replace them with 

your additional preloaded ones.

Ease of Operation

627cc Briggs and 
Stratton Vanguard

21HP
5' & 850lbs

This lightweight yet powerful machine, is great for large 

jobs, and is also perfect for smaller jobs in tight spaces 

such as hallways or aisles. It can fit in an elevator or the 

back of an F150. The Integrated mobile lift function with 

5” easy-rolling casters makes it easy to move by one 

person.

Easy Transport

Hammer Hook tool plate to attach ROPE™ Hammer Pad.
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This machine harnesses lots of power with its 627cc 

Briggs & Stratton® Vanguard motor backed by a 3-year 

warranty from Briggs & Stratton®, and includes an 

emissions data analyzer, Donaldson® intake filter, and 

propane power systems. 

The ROPE™ includes a heavy-duty transmission, 

heavy duty centrifugal clutch and tach/hr meter for 

tracking maintenance. Field tests to have demonstrated 

production rates of up to 4000 sq. ft. per hour. 

Powerful Performance

RIDE-ON POLISHING EQUIPMENT

Polishing Track 60"

Length 60"

Width 32"

Engine 627cc Briggs and Stratton Vanguard

Motor Power 21 HP

Head Speed 150 RPM

Gross Weight 850 lbs.

Fuel Vapor Propane

Fuel Capacity 20 lbs. tank

Drive System Passive Planetary (free spinning heads)

Steering Ergonomic

Polishing Heads 8

Diamond Tools 24

Note: Design and technical specifications may be subject to change.

Style # ROPE5R01
Includes:  

 ROPE™ Machine  
 Tool Drive Assembly 
 11” Tool Plate w/ 3 x 3” Velcro x8 
 11” Hammer Hook Plate  x8 
 Integrated mobile lift 

Style # ROPE5PV3 (optional)
Includes:  
 11” Tool Plate w/ 3 x 3” Velcro x8

Time Saving Tip:
Improve efficiency by adding a set of eight 11”  
Tool Plates (#ROPE5PV3). Mount one grit on the 
machine plates and mount the next grit on the 
optional added plates to prepare for a quick change.  

Technical Details

The ROPE™ machine features a splash guard, 

undercarriage plate, 4 LED working lights, USB port and 

wall roller guides.
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